Introduction
The Internet and the World-Wide Web make many kinds of information and services easily accessible. Ad-hoc methods have been used to make mathematical computing available on the Internet Web. On SymbolicNet for example, one can nd demonstrations of mathematical computations ranging from differentiation, integration, polynomial factorization, to plotting of curves and surfaces and LATEX code generation. Such access is made through direct TCP IP link, remote X connection, CGI scripts, or Java Servlet Applet.
The Institute of Computational Mathematics ICM at Kent State University, together with collaborators at other institutions, is pursuing the IAMC Internet Accessible Mathematical Computation research project to address a number of critical issues for interactive access to mathematical computing on the Internet. The goal of IAMC is to make all kinds of mathematical computations easily accessible on the Web and the Internet. This topic is a focal point of discussion at the 1999 IAMC Workshop part of the International Symposium on Symbolic and Algebraic Computation ISSAC'99, held late July in Vancouver, Canada. For more background and related activities, the reader is referred to the online Proceedings of the IAMC'99 Workshop and the IAMC homepage a , and the Workshop on The Future o f Mathematical Communication FMC Dec. 1999 b .
The design and implementation of an IAMC client prototype, Dragon y, is the topic here. Among the many IAMC components, the client prototype is the most important in making the system appealing and attractive to endusers. A short review of user interface systems for scienti c computing and an overview of IAMC set the stage for presenting the design and features of Dragon y.
Scienti c User Interfaces
A w ell designed user interface can make scienti c systems not only more appealing and convenient but also more powerful to users. On top of the the usual requirements, a scienti c user interface must understand and support the display and manipulation of mathematical symbols, expressions and formulas, as well as plots of curves and surfaces. An important trend in the scienti c user interface research is to separate user interface from the back-end compute engines.
Di erent user interface features have been explored: two-dimensional editing of mathematical formulas in experimental systems such as MathScribe, GI S, or SUI and later in mathematical assistants such as Milo and Theorist; quality curve and surface plotting in Axiom, Maple, Mathematica, and SUI; separating the user interface from the compute engine in Maple Polyith, CaminoReal, MathStation, SUI, and CAS PI 8 .
As an example of a user interface for compute engines connected over a LAN, GI S by Young and Wang 3 explored many sophisticated features. Designed for the Unix X11 environment, GI S employs a window manager to allow m ultiple overlapping windows, popup menus, command line editing, history mechanism, and 2 and 3 dimensional mathematical function plotting. A distinct feature of GI S is its use of display data structure that is not necessarily related to the expression data structure used by the underlying compute engine. This helps the separation between user interface and compute engines.
The successor to GI S, SUI Scienti c User Interface 2 , improved the GI S in several aspects. SUI speci es a SUI-to-engine interface, which de nes several categories of requests: display requests, requests to another engine, requests to SUI, requests for generic services. These make SUI a more formalized client-server system. SUI also adds concurrent use of the di erent servers and provides buttons to interrupt computations from the user interface. For more information and references on user interfaces for computer algebra systems, the reader is referred to the survey article 9 .
In the Internet area, the IBM digital publishing group has released the experimental Techexplorer, a Web browser plug-in that dynamically formats and displays documents containing scienti c and mathematical expressions coded in Tex Latex. Some MathML is also supported. Techexplorer also allows a user to send expressions to a xed compute server for evaluation.
WebEQ 15 from Geometry Technologies Inc. i s a J a va class package that can be used to display W ebTex and MathML in a Java application or applet. The W3 Consortium's Amaya allows users to browse edit Web pages containing mathematical expressions. Together with the rest of the Web page, these expressions are manipulated through a WYSIWYG interface.
IAMC Overview
Dragon y is a prototype client for IAMC, a distributed system to make mathematical computing easily accessible and interactively usable on the Internet 11 . The overall IAMC architecture is shown in Figure 1 . In summary, IAMC consists of the following components:
1. IAMC client Icl | The end-user agent for accessing services provided by a n y IAMC server. 
Mathematical Data Encoding
Mathematical data encoding is an active research topic in mathematics and the symbolic computation community has lead the way in this area 11 . OpenMath 1 is a standard for representing semantically rich mathematical objects and making them exchangeable between mathematical and non-mathematical systems. MP 4 is another mathematical data encoding format that uses binary-encoded annotated parse trees for e cient exchange of mathematical expressions. For the Internet Web, MathML 7 de nes a hypertext-based standard for both presentation and content markup of mathematical expressions. IAMC supports MathML and MP encodings by default. MathML is expected to be widely used in Web pages to include mathematical content and its rendering software will become widely and freely available. Dragon y interfaces to WebEQ as rendering software for mathematical expression display.
A G r aphing Extension to MathML
The SIG 13 package de nes a simple but e ective method to represent graphs. The disadvantage for this method is that its data representation is ad-hoc. In an open environment like IAMC, a more structured encoding format is desired. XML 16 isagoodchoice for this purpose. XML can encode both presentation and semantic information, which is essential to the IAMC framework. XML is aslo becoming an encoding standard for data exchange. Many Application Programming Interfaces API are available to make XML encoding decoding easy.
Because MathML is also an application of XML, it won't be necessary to de ne another markup language. Extending MathML seems a good way t o include mathematical graphing information. Several new tags have been added to MathML, including math-graph , xrange , yrange , coordinates . This representation for mathematical graphing data is called MathML Graph. For detailed information about MathML Graph, The readers are referred to ICM technical report in ICM home page 6 .
Dragon y is part of the IAMC prototyping e ort 10 that also includes an MCP protocol library, a server Isv, and an external engine interface EEI. Hereafter we will focus on Dragon y.
Dragon y Capabilities and Organization
As a prototype implementation of IAMC clients, the functional requirements for Dragon y can be outlined as follows:
1. Connect to any user-speci ed IAMC server 2. Obtain capability and usage documentation from the IAMC server and make them available to the user 3. Receive computational, control and help commands from the user and send them to the server 4. Parse in x mathematical expressions entered by the user 5. Receive results from the server 6. Display mathematical symbols and expressions in textbook-like fashion 7. Plot mathematical curves and surfaces 8. Present command templates from server to the user as required 9. Display server dialog and relay user data thus obtained back to the server 10. Encode decode mathematical and graphical data 11. Connect and communicate with server using the MCP protocol 12. Provide an architecture and organization to allow easy extensions and plug-ins to add features and functionalities as the prototype evolves Corresponding to the above requirements, the main components and the corresponding Java class packages for Dragon y are listed as follows. Dragon y is developed on the Java 2 platform, with the WebEQ Java library and IBM XML4J as supporting packages. Swing Java 2 D in Java 2 platform are employed to implement the user interface, the HTML-based help facility, and 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional mathematical function plotting and manipulation. WebEQ is used for rendering mathematical expressions in textbook style. XML4J helps encoding decoding of MathML Graph data. A detailed sample Dragon y session can be found in the technical report on Dragon y that can be found in ICM home page 6 . In general, the usage of Dragon y follows these steps: 
Remote Help
While all IAMC servers can perform basic computational operations, their capabilities and usages vary. Providing a way t o c heck the commands supported by an Isv and to obtain their usages becomes essential. The Dragon y Remote Help is a solution.
The Remote Help facility can be triggered by clicking on a button labelled Remote Help. Once Dragon y connects to an Isv, the Remote Help button is enabled. Clicking on this button will send a message to the Isv to obtain the Isv-speci c help document that is in HTML or other MCP-accessible formats.
The help information will be displayed in a pop-up Help Window. The Remote Help button is context-sensitive. If the Command Box is empty when Remote Help button is clicked, a list of available commands will appear in the Help Window. If the Command Box contains a command, the Remote Help button retrieves a detailed description about this command.
User Commands
The current v ersion of Dragon y provides two facilities for users to enter commands. A Command Box in the Dragon y main workspace, as shown in Figure  3 can accept the commands in text format. Besides, a Command Template is also available from the Dragon y Menu to help enter many useful commands correctly. Later on Dragon y will introduce a two-dimensional editor to enable users to edit mathematical expressions in a visual way.
Commands typed in the Command Box will be echoed in the Output Panel as well. The Command Box supports convenient text editing for modifying commands and correcting typing errors. The Command Template is a mechanism to guide the user to enter commands and arguments correctly. Simply put, a command template is a dialog for users to ll in the variables, expression, and parameters corresponding to a mathematical operation. The commands entered through Command Box or Command Template are saved in a history bu er for later reference. The commands previous typed in Command Box or Command Template window can be tracked by using history command. All these commands are organized in a history list in which each command is assigned a number. This number can be used to invoke the corresponding command, which leads to a generalized redo facility. Dragon y leverages the WebEQ class library to render mathematical expressions in 2-dimensional form. WebEQ renders mathematical expression by using a rendering tree. The nodes of a rendering tree consists of "schema" classes which correspond to di erent mathematical notation layout schemas, such as fractions, superscripts, square roots, etc. To render an expression, the expression is rst parsed to create a rendering tree. The rendering tree is then installed in a so-called Equation Panel that performs the actual 2-D rendering.
Mathematical Graphs
Dragon y supports 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional plotting. It plots 2D 3D graphics in a separate window and allows interactive manipulation of the graphics displayed. The Dragon y plotting module takes MathML Graph Section 2.2 encoded data from any Isv and performs rendering and interactive manipulation. The functionalities are powered by J a va 2D. 
